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Warm and snug and fat
But one woe, and that Was the cat! To our
joys a clog. In our eyes a fog. On our hearts a log Was the dog!

When the cat's a way,- Then the mice
f
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2. The Trial
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Fu-ry said to a mouse, That he
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met in the house, “Let us both go to law: I will pro-se-cute you.” Fu-ry
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Fu-ry said to a mouse, That he
- cute you. Come, I'll take no de-ni-al: We must have the tri-al; For real-ly this morn-ing I've no thing to do. Come, I'll take no de-ni-al: We must have the tri-al; - For real-ly this morn-ing I've no thing to do." Said the
"Once upon a time, long, long ago, in a far-off city, there lived a family of mice. Father mouse’s...“